
TOPIC 3 :Interpersonal 
Relation



The invisible connection between two or more 
communicating parties.



Within an relationship there are unconscious 
signals of harmony, dissonance, attraction or 
rejection, comfort of discomfort, etc. 



Beside the feelings that lead to a good 
interpersonal relation, it also could be achieved 
using relatively simple communication 
techniques.

 People use unconsciously different verbal and 
nonverbal communication techniques which 
help them to communicate and create 
relations



A relationship is achieved easier if the partners 
are on the same wavelength 



1. The right distance

2. The right moment

3. The eye contact

4. The greeting 

5. The handshake

6. Body line

7. Facial expression

8. The placement 



1. Avoid closed gestures
2. Provoke open gestures
3. The power of palm
4. Avoid  the “NO”
5. Provoke the “YES”
6. Formulate the positive questions
7. Sincerity
8. Use power  sources
9. Chose the right words
10. Control your voice







Client: How much costs that figurine?

Seller:1900 liras

Client: I have only 190 liras

Seller: Agree



Is the “art” of the seller that discovers the maximal 
amount that the buyer is willing to pay without 

disclosing the minimum amount that the seller is 
willing to accept. At the same time the art of the 
buyer to discover the minimum amount that the 
seller is going to accept without disclosing the 

maximum amount he is willing to pay.   



People agree to negotiate due to the existing needs 
and interests. 





 At negotiation table the interests and 
objectives of parts could be diverging or 
converging

Converging interests – delivery time , quality, 
etc. 

Diverging objectives- price, quantity, etc.



 The existence of diverging interests make the 
opening positions of parties to differ and if 
the parties agree on the negotiated issue the 
closing position will be the same for both. 

 They will find a consensus

 The consensus is possible when parties have, 
more or less flexible opening positions

 If the positions are too rigid  there is no place 
for negotiation

ex. Delivery, payment ,and transportation terms      



 Closing or consensus position express the 
existence of common interests

 For a successful negotiation, and for a more 
clear situation on negotiation positions is very 
important to understand correctly your 
interests and needs and those of your partner 



 Which are the interests that my negotiation positions 
will express?

 Which are the interests of my adversary?

 What are the needs that motivate these interests?

 How to make these needs, interests and 

positions?



 1. Opening positions

 2. Breaking positions

 3. Target /objective position

 4. Consensus positions  



Is the first offer (OP) –the starting point in a 
negotiation

The first offer should be formulated in such a 
way to allow space for maneuvering  towards 
the opposing offers as well as towards 
personal positions

Ex. Negotiation of salary 



Opening position is very important because, 
the course and the results of negotiations 
depend largely on first offer.

 That’s why it is very important: who will start 
first(opening)? 

 Which will be the right amount to announce?

 How to respond to different offers? And

 How you formulate the offers?



As a rule: who makes the first offer might be in a 
less advantageous position.

Make the opponent to speak first!
(make him open the negotiation and put on the table the first offer)

“- How much costs this product?

- How much you are willing to pay?”

Usually, when negotiating a salary the employer ask the employee 
to express his first offer…



 When you are selling start with high, ask 

more than you can receive

 When you are buying start with a lower price 

than you are willing to pay 

 Place your offer as far as possible from the 

desired one

 Do not exaggerate!



the answer will be your own entry position

 Don’t hurry up to answer!

 Don’t reject too fast the first offer of your
partner

!Do not accept the first offer, no matter how

advantageous it would sound



 The negotiation power is stronger when your 
partner is convinced about the need and the 
opportunity of transaction.

The value of the offer is higher before being 
announced !



Negotiation             offer and condition

Condition – is what you are asking for 

Offer  - is what you  can receive 

The right offer  sounds like: “If you… then I…”

An offer that contains only the condition might
be seen as a tendency to make unilateral
concessions



The limits within the satisfaction of needs is 
possible are called breaking position (Pr and 
PR)

 Pr –the minimal breaking position, below 
which one of negotiators is not interested any 
more to negotiate

 PR – the highest position, after which the 
other negotiator is not interested to continue 
the negotiations 



The breaking positions of negotiators usually 
are kept in secret

They could be understood when one of 
negotiators exceed the expected limits

The intuitive appreciation of breaking positions 
of your adversary is very important 



I. The maximal breaking position(PR) of one 
negotiator is superior to the minimal breaking 
position of his opponent  

PR>Pr

The negotiation is (theoretically) possible!



The differences between breaking positions 
could be overcome during negotiation if 
between them exist an overlay point and 

compatibility 

The interests of negotiation part are compatible 
within the overlay limits 





 The maximal breaking position(PR) of one 
negotiator is inferior to the minimal breaking 
position of his opponent  

PR< Pr

The negotiation is (theoretically) impossible!





In each negotiation between the opening and 
breaking position exists a point (a position) 
which was set by negotiators as final 
objective/target (PO)

PO- is more realistic than breaking position

Ex. Negotiation of salary 



Consensus position express the agreement 
between negotiating parts (PN)

In case when the opening positions are 
overlapping the PN is achieved immediately 

The negotiators come to the consensus 
positions from opposite directions



 When all 4 negotiation positions are overlaid 
there will result  a zone of interests 
compatibility of negotiators where they could 
find a consensus (ZOPA).  

 Divergent negotiating positions will lead to a 
deadlock or to a zone of possible agreement 





 The interval between  Pr and PR represents the 
zone of possible agreement

 In our case the advantage gained by the 
employer will be higher that of the employee



 The whole negotiation process is influenced by  
the first offers of parties, because:

- Influence the negotiation climate ( cooperation, 
positive and constructive, rigid and destructive )

- test the attitude of the partner, and prepare the 
ground for the next steps

- Transmits information about the attitude and 
intentions of negotiator

- Sets the  opening limits of negotiation 



 To receive the desired objective, not harming 
the partner

 To find a consensus

 To save money, time and energy during 
negotiations

 To keep good/ favorable relationship even if 
the goal wasn’t achieved. 






